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Giants and Dwa .... s. 

Giants and dwarfs, according to a recent suggestive 
paper read by Hastings Gilford before the Royal Medi
cal and Chirurgical Society, in London, are not only 
sufferers from diseased conditions, but from the same 
disease-that known as "acromegaly " or abnormal 
development of the extremities. Says the Hospital, in 
commenting on this;paper : " Of course every one admits 
that some men may be large and others small without 
'n any way departing from the normal in regard to the 
relation of their different parts, and that we may thus 
have men who are perfect though gigantic in every 
part, while also we may have dwarfs who are but men 
on a tiny scale. But it is pointed out that neither all 
giants nor all dwarfs are built with such symmetry, 
and that while tiny dwarfs may have big heads and an 
intelligence quite precocious, giants are very commonly 
not built on an equally large scale all through. The 
idea is then suggested that both dwarfism and giganti
cism are but diverse manifestations of one condition
disease if one likes so to call it-the dominant feature 
of which is not largeness nor smallness, but la<,k of pro
portion between the different parts, taking different 
forms according to the time of life when it occurs. Un
der the name of acromegaly, we know of this as a dis
ease which shows itself as an abnormally large develop
ment of the extremities, and it is said that many 
so-called giants are but specimens of this disease, and 
that some of them are as small in some parts as they 
are large in others. On the other hand, in certain 
cases which were described by Mr. Gilford, while the 
frame as a whole was small, the head was large, as also 
were certain parts of the skeleton; and the intellectual 
development, although not perhaps marked by bril
liancy, was at least far more advanced than that of 
other children of the same age. The possibility of such 
disturbances of proportion being due to some such 
morbid condition affecting the development as to de
serve the name of a disease is all the more interesting 
from the fact that, although such cases as those related 
by Mr. Gilford are undoubtedly rare, no one can walk 
about in that vast pathological museum which the 
streets of London form to those who have an observant 
eye, without perceiving that in a slighter degree signs 
of partial dwarfism or giganticism are by no means of 
uncommon occurrence among people who, in one way 
or another, succeed in earning their living in competi
tion with normal man-if there be such an animal. " 

cently by himself-were examples of a peculiar form of 
disease characterized by arrest of development and 
premature senility. He showed grounds for believing 
that certain dwarfs who have been exhibited from time 
to time as curiosities were probably examples of this 
disorder, possibly in a somewhat modified form. His 
speculations as to the possible relation of the condition 
to acromegaly raise a question of much pathological 
interest, but it may be doubted whether the evidence is 
sufficiently strong to bear the suggestion that all dwarfs 
belong to the same class. It seems very possible that 
we have to do with more than one pathological fac�or." 

....... 
Mr. W. Crookes on Diamonds. 

Before a meeting of the Royal Institute, London, Mr. 
William, Crookes delivered a lecture recently on dia
monds. The London Times gave a report of the lecture, 
from which we extract: 

The lecturer began by giving an account of the South 
African diamond mines, and, after briefly surveying the 
chief chemical and physical characteristics of the dia
mond, proceeded to say that speculations as to the 
probable origin of the diamond had been greatly for
warded by improvements in the means of obtaining 
high temperatures. Thanks to the success of Prof. 
Moissan, they could now be manufactured in the labora
tory-minutely microscopic, it is true, but with crystal
line form and appearance, color, hardness, and action 
on light the same as the natural gem. The first neces
sity was to select pure iron and pack it in a carbon 
crucible with pure charcoal from sugar. Half a pound 
of this iron was put into the body of the electric furnace, 
and a powerful arc, absorbing about 100 horse power, 
formed close above it between carbon poles. The iron 
rapidly melted and saturated itself with carbon. 

After a few minutes' heating to a temperature above 
4,000° C., the current was stopped and the dazzling, 
fiery crucible plunged in cold water until it cooled be
Iow a red heat. Iron increased in volume at the mo
ment of passing from the liquid to the solid state; 
hence the expansion of the inner liquid on solidifying 
produced an enormous pressure, under stress of which 
the dissolved carbon separated out in a transparent, 
dense, crystalline form--in fact, as diamond. To obtain 
the diamond from the metallic ingot requb-ed a long 
and tedious process of treatment with various strong 
reagents, and the specimens thus obtained were only 
microscopic. The largest artificial diamond yet made 
was less than one millimeter across. Many circum
stances pointed to the conclusion that the diamond of 
the chemist and the diamond of the mine were strange
ly'akin in origin, and the diamond genesis must have 

taken place at great depths, under high pressure. How 
the great diamond pipes came into existence was not 
difficult to understand. After they were pierced they 
were filled from below, and the diamonds, formed at 
some epoch too remote to imagine, were thrown out of 
a mud volcano, together with all kinds of debris eroded 
from adjacent rocks. According to another theory, the 
diamond was a direct gift from heaven, conveyed to 
the earth in meteoric showers, and the so-called vol
canic pipes simply holes bored in the earth by the im
pact of monstrous meteors. 

The Ste .. lllzatlon 0" Wate ... 

A simple method of sterilizing water has been pub
lished by Dr. Schumburg, chemist to the German Army 
Medical Academy, says the Practical Engineer. He 
finds that the ordinary means of filtration by portable 
filters is unsatisfactory, but asserts that a solution of 
bromide destroys the pathogenic germs, and that the 
subsequent addition of ammonia renders the water 
palatable. Dr. Schum burg has made a number of 
experiments with water to which pathogenic germs 
had been added, and among them one or more in 
which a liter of water from the Spree was sterilized by 
the addition of 0'2 gramme of a solution of 20 grammes 
of bromine and 20 grammes of bromide of potas
sium in 100 grammes of water. The bromine 'is 
removed by a dose of a 9 per cent solution of ammonia. 
It is possible that some simple mixture may be devised, 
the addition of which to doubtful water will render it 
perfectly safe, so far as the pathogenic germs are con
cerned. 

A Simple Fire Extlngulshe ... 

Hand grenades, the simplest form of fire extinguisher, 
can be made at home cheaply and easily. And it is 
well to have at hand a simple contrivance for extin
guishing a small fire at its start. 

Take twenty pounds of common salt and ten pounds 
of sal ammoniac (nitrate of ammonia, to be had of 
any druggist), and dissolve in seven gallons of water. 
Procure quart bottles of thin glass, such as are ordin
arily used by druggists, and fill with this, corking 
tightly and sealing, to prevent evaporation. 

In case of fire throw so as to break in or near. the 
flame. If the fire is in such a place as to prevent the 
bottle from breaking, as in wool or cotton, knock 
off the neck and scatter the contents. The British Medical Journal says: 

"Mr. Gilford certainly seemed to establish his point 
that the two cases-the one Jescribed by Mr. Jonathan 
Hutchinson ten years ago and the other observed re-

The breaking of the bottle liberates a certain amount 
of gas, and the heat of the fire generates more, thus 
working its own destruction. 

RECENTLY PATENTED INVENTIONS. 

Hallway AppUances. 

EXTENSION CAR STEP. - J allies A. 
Campbell, Lenox, Mass. According to this Invention the 
stationary steps of the car are held between two rigid 
side boarrla, one end of each of which is extended be
yond the stationary stepe, and pivotally mounted therein 
Is an extension step with two treads connected by a 
riser, the step being adapted to swing outward Into ex
teuded position or to lie, directly against the adjacent 
stationary step. The pivoted step has at one end a gear 
actuated by a gear on the lower end of a rod extended up 
by the hand rail at the end of the (,M, and by turning a 
hand wheel the step may be extended or withdrawn, a 
catch operated by the foot holding it firmly In either 
position. 

Elect .. leal. 

ARC LAMP.-James J. Walsh, Paris, 
Texas. To regulate the feed of the carbon-carrylng rod 
there are, according to this Invention, two escapement 
devices, one at the side of the other, and the two being 
alternately acted npon. The escapement wheels are ar
raneed on one shaft, the teeth of one wheel alternating 
wfth those of the other, and pendulum-governed escape
ment do� 81ternately coact with the wheels, the doe:a 
swinging Independently of each other, and the resistance 
being exactly equal between each escapement device. By 
the slow aud regular teed possible with this Improve
ment It haa been found that thc change In voltage ls re
dnced to a minimum, belDJ: acarcely perc�tiblc hN volt
meter testa, and at any time of feeding not exceeding two 
volta. 

Bleyeles, Ete. 

BICYCLE SUPPORT. -- James .Judge, 
New York City. To support a bicycle In motion while 
one Is learning to ride, this Invention provides for attach
Ing to the rear fork supporting rods, each having a roller 
at Its lower end, the upper end of the rod being attached 
to an arm which Is connected with a member of the rear 
fork by clamping ringe. The supports diverge at their 
lower ends, extending In a line substantially parallel 
with the fork members, so that the rollers engae:e the 
ground at some distance from the wheel, and the con
nection between the supports and the fork Is readily ad
justable to adapt the device to different bicycles. 

Mechanlea). 

DRILL.-Herman Richter, Jr., Jersey 
City, N. J. This drill has been devlBed especially fo. 
overhead work, and the drill shaft is adjuatabiY secnred 
npon a base with a rolling support, the shaft 'DeIng made 
In coupled sections, whereby It may be given the length 
to reach a \:aIling of any height. The feed Is controlled 
at the base of the machine, and the driving mechanism 
may be readily operated by one standIng on the fioor. 
The frame In which the drill Bhaft Is sustamed may be 
Kiven IIDT dee1red &1liiIe to cIrIIl a hole at aD IncllDatloD, 

and a gage Is provided for determining the depth the drill 
enters a piece of work. 

WELL OPERATING POWER. - George 
W. GrimeB, Bluffton, Ind. This invention Is for a crank 
and eccentric mechanlam for operating 011 well drills or 
actuating 011 pump rods, and affords a simple and eco
nomical construction designed to bave sufficient strength 
and rigidity to operate several pumps from a central sta
tion. Upon the power shaft Is a crank arm, with per
forationa, and an-adjustably monnted crank attachment, 
In connection with rod-actuating plates, there being also 
on the shaft a crank wheel, with fianges engaged by rod 
plates or rings. 

PAPER FASTENER.-George H. Ben
nett, New York City. ThIa is a device preferably made 
of a single piece of wire or sheet metal, formed with a 
back having Its middle portion pliable, s01 that It may be 
bent over and carry the comers of the sheets along, and 
with loops at the sides and a crOBB bar connecting the 
loops. The device Is Inexpensive and may be readily 
arranged to clip together a variable number 0 f sheets of 
paper, etc., without perforating them. 

ENVELOPE FASTENING DEVICE.-Ed
ward A. Goodchild, Thompson Falla, Montana. Ac
cording to this [Invention, the paris of the envelope or 
package at which the seal Is located are made with 
graduated perforatlone or openlnge In the several fialls, 

1lI1l1Clellaneoua. that the seal may have a locking action upon the various 

UARTRIDGE LOADING IMPLEMENT. - folda tbat may be beneath It, thns avoiding the possl

Edwin H. Cant, Honolulu, Hawaii. A simple and com- billty of an Inner ftap or fold being opened to gain ac-
CeBS to tbe conten ts of the package while the package Is 

pact machine baa been devised by thiB luventor by which yet sealed and without disturbing the seal. cartridges may be loaded, primed aud crimped quickly 
and conveniently, and with safety to the operator. The WRAPPING COTTON SAMPLES. -Claude 
machine also extracts primers from cartridges that have H. Robinson, Anniston, Ala. A machine has been de
been fired. and In reloading expands the open ends of vlBed by this inventor with which a nnmber of 88IIIpies 
the cartridges, smoothing out the crimp and rendering of cotton may be quickly and compactly done up In a 
the old shelli! as readily reftllable as new shells. A spe- roll betweeLlsuitable wrappers and tied, forming a parcel 
clal form of primer extractors Is provided for the long to be shipped without Injury. The machine comprises 
primers generally 1l8ed with high grade smokeless folding strips hinged at each aide of and extending over 
shells. a table, In combination with tenelon-controlled boxes In 

C A R  P E T  CLEANER. _ Kelly Gin'in, which a shaft Is mounted to tum, where,,:ith a single at-

Br kl N Y A rdin to this I tI 
. '  tendant may In a short time do np an1 tIe a large num-00 yo, • .  ceo g nven on a casmg ber of such parcels. with opposite Inlet and ontlet for the carpet, and yielding 

supports therefor, Is provided also with a rocking beater SH AWL STRAP AND LUGGAGE CARRIER. 
and exhaust fan, the arrangement being such that a -Edward A. Lefebre, Jr� Brooklyu, N. Y. According 
carpet may be readily fed throull:h the machine and to this Invention, a roller Is monnted within a cylindrical 
beaten without Injury to the pile of lJrUBsela and other handle, and from the roller a binding strap and also an 
carpets, and without tearing or Injuring Ingrains. The operating strap extend outward through the handle, the 
dust Incident to beating and cleaning Is alao removed device affording convenient means for binding shawls, 
from the body of the machine, and from the portion books or packages for carrying from place to place. On 
of the carpet being cleaned as rapidly as It Is loosened. one end of the roller Is a ratchet wheel engege<i by a 

CALKING MACHINE .-J oseph D. Mag- pawl preventing a reverse movement of tht' roller, the 

lin, New York City. For properly calking the decks of device affording considerable leverage for operating the 

vessels, fioors of slanghter hOUBeB, stables, etc., this In- binding straps. 

ventlon provides a weighted frnme with traveling whee:' BOTTLE AND STOPPER. - William J. 
and calking disks which extend below the wheels, a Hope, Clayton, Miss. The neck of the bottle, accord
forked handle pivoted to the frame having downwardly Ing to this Invention, has at its outer end a globuJ8.r seat 
extending arms carrying friction rollers, the latter form- adapted to receive II ball stopper, the upper end of the 
Ing a fulcrum for tllrnlng the machine around or mov- month being curved'to form a shonlder. The stopper Is 
Ing It to different cracks or seams, Into which the calking made of a yielding material, preferably as a hollow rnb 
material Is pressed by the disks. ber ball, and may be readily forced wfthln the mouth by 

LABEL GUMMING, ETC. -William H. a gentle sidewise pr_ure, but Is securely held In posi-
tion by the presanre from gas or Uq uid within the 

Burland, Punta Gorda, Fla. A device df>slgued to be bottle. 
very serviceable to druggists and others has beeu de-
vlBed by this Inventor for conveniently and rapldly ap- CLOSURE FOR BOTTLES, JARS, ETC.-· 
plying an adhesive liquid to a label to be attached to 'a Theodore Diebold, New York City. In this device the 
bottle. The body Is preferably of glass and haa a longl- stopper Is formed with a' metal head lined on Its under 
tudlnal trough with two beveled side portions and a side with cork, and the IInlng Is preferably held In place 
scraper, and an overhanging seat adapted to carry a by a disk made of tanned sheepskin or parcbment, de
brush, while an npwardly projecting nipple commnnl- signed not to be uffected by water or acids. The disk Is 
cates with the trongh, and the reaervolr hal a neck lockeclln place hy a ring on which are eyes which re
whureID the IIlpplell reoeIved. celve the liaIl e&rJ7iDg the .topper, Uld bT whicb. the 
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latter Is locked In place on the jl1r or other vesseL The 
stoppeds made to be easily and thoroughly cleaned and 
not leave any taste on the contents of the bottle or jar. 

HAME TUG. -William F. Dale, Bow
manville, Canada. This device comprises a chain at
tached to the hame and Inclosed In a leather casing, a 
number of links passlug through links of the chain and 
through the casing to receive the trace attachment and 
act as holders for the trace body. The extra links have 
enlarged shoulders on their inner side har which engage 
the ed� of the chain links. 

REIN HOLDER.-Robert R. Richard
son, Portland, Oregon. This Is a simple device for at
tachment to the dashboard, comprising a base plate on 
which Is a yokc open at one 61de, a hollow cam having a 
finger piece swinging In the yoke, and a plate spring ex
tending through the cam, the spring being secured at 
one end to the finger piece and bearing at the other end 
against the yoke. The spring serves to hold the cam In 
yielding engagement with the reins. 

HORSESHOE PAD.-Michael Hallanan, 
New York City. This pad Is formed of fiexlble mate
rial, preferably of rubber and leather, and has a trails· 
verse recess at the Inner side of the heel and a roundoo 
portion at Its lower side. there being a back plate over 
the Inner side of the jl8d. The rounded sllrface forms a 
rolling support for the horse's foot, and the pad Is espe
cially adapted for horses having navicular dlBease. 

OIL LANTERN. - Jnlius L. Wandler, 
Brooklyn, N. Y. This Is a cheap and strong lamp more 
especiany deslaned for campaign purpoees. The fount 
has a central wick and filling neck iuto which fits an 
apertured stopper beld on the nnaer side of the chim
ney support, a wick tube being secured to the support 
and extending through the stopper. The chimney is 
held between springe extending npward from the sup
port, the handle being attached to the springs. 

RECEPTACLE FOR VISCOUS SUBSTANCES. 
-Francis L. Littlefield, Portland, Me. This Is a re
ceptacle for mucilage, glue, paste, hlackine:, etc., which 
has a valve-controlled outlet in Its bottom. Tbe valve 
projects slightly below the bottom and Is pushed up
ward wben the contents are to be withdrawn, the valve 
being teturned to Its seat by a spring when the valve 
opening pressure Is removed. 

Designs. 

TAPE MEASURE. - Ella G. Brewer, 
Brooklyn, N. Y. This design compriRes fioral decora
tions on the gradnated side of the tape symbolical of 
the four seasona-May fiowers for spring for the first 
quarter of a yard, forget-me-nots for theaecond qllarter, 
golden rod for the third quarter and holly for the fourth 
quarter. 

NOTB.-Copies of any of the above patents will be 
furnished by Munn & Co. for 10 cents each. 1'Ieal!e 
send name of the patentee, title ot Invention, and date 
of WI paper. 
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